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Tracking 3D free form object in video sequence
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Abstract : In this paper we describe an origi-
nal method for the 3D free form object tracking in
monocular vision. The main contribution of this ar-
ticle is the use of the skeleton of an object in order to
recognize, locate and track this object in real time.
Indeed, the use of this kind of representation made
it possible to avoid difficulties related to the absence
of prominent elements in free form objects (which
makes the matching process easier). The skeleton is
a lower dimension representation of the object, it is
homotopic and it has a graph structure. This allowed
us to use powerful tools of the graph theory in or-
der to perform matching between scene objects and
models (recognition step). Thereafter, we used skele-
ton extremities as interest points for the tracking.
Keywords: Tracking, 3D free form object, Skele-
tonization, Graph matching.

1 Introduction

Object tracking is an important field of artificial vi-
sion. It is a difficult problem involved in tasks as
motion evaluation or automatic visual control. The
possible applications are from medical imagery to se-
curity, including road traffic analysis, etc.

Most of the algorithms allowing 3D pose estima-
tion from a 2D images sequence are based on the
same principle. The first step consists in recogniz-
ing the type of target in order to choose the best
model from a database (initialization). The second
step, performed during the video stream processing,
consists in target tracking.

An initial pose of the object is known either by
an initialization process before tracking, or by a pre-
diction process using the results obtained from the
previous image. This initial pose allows to project
the target’s model onto the image’s plane. Starting
from this projection, it is possible to know if the pose
is accurate or not. A comparison measure between
the 2D image and the projected model allows a pose
adjustment (fitting).

The general principle of tracking is common to
all the methods. Nevertheless they significantly vary
according to their matching method or prediction

techniques. Among the different existing tracking
methods, we will cite the one of Lowe [10] [12], of
Gennery [5] [6] and of Harris [8] which we can qualify
as generic methods. These three tracking methods
give very good performances and use algorithms of
different complexities.

Some other methods were developed since. Some
model based approaches use the automatic visual
control to track the salient edges of a model [3] while
some other methods use primitives as points, lines,
or ellipses [2] [16]. However, the presented methods
were been developed for polyhedral models having
straight edges, which facilitate their detection. That
is the reason why these methods can not be applied
to free form object tracking.

To track free form objects, some methods use a
priori and a posteriori information. These methods
either will index several images (shots) of the target
object depending on some points of interest and store
them in a database, or will build a model starting
from this camera shot. The objects are tracked us-
ing ”patches” together with the indexed images for a
homographical matching [26]. Another way to man-
age free form object tracking is to use a poor sparse
metric environment model in order to perform real
time model tracking using the camera [24]. Unfortu-
nately, these systems need a learning step on several
shots of the real object, they can not use the 3D
model only.

Most of the effective tracking methods were devel-
oped for polyhedral objects. It would be enough to
extract a polyhedral primitive of our free form object
and to adapt the existing tracking algorithms. We
succeeded in it by using skeletons for the free form
object representation. Indeed, a skeleton is an ob-
ject representation in an inferior dimension. It has
the benefit to preserve most of the topological and
geometrical information of the silhouette. The skele-
tonization or the object representation by a set of
segments allows us to bypass the problems related
to free form objects.

In image processing and computer vision in gen-
eral, there are many applications for 2D and 3D ob-
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jects skeletons (encoding, compression etc.). Further
to our interesting results obtained with this formal-
ism in free form object recognition and localization
[17] [18], we explored its application to track this
kind of objects.

More precisely, we adapted the Lowe method [12]
to track a 2D skeleton using a 3D skeleton, therefore
to track a 3D object in a 2D shot. The points of in-
terest we used are the skeleton extremities. The ini-
tialization step corresponds to the target pose com-
puting, without any a priori knowledge of the scene.
The initialization system is described in section (2)
and detailed in [17] [18]. Once the initial position of
our object known, it is possible to start tracking.

The 3D skeleton is projected on the image plane,
starting from its initial position, by using previously
calculated rotation and translation matrices. The
algorithm uses the fact that there is a small dis-
placement between two following frames in a video.
Therefore the positions of 2D skeleton points in the
two images will be very close to each other. A com-
parison measure between the 2D skeleton of the im-
age and the projected 3D skeleton of the model is
used for a pose adjustment. This step is presented
in section (3) and the obtained results are presented
in section (4).

2 Initialization
In this section we present the identification and the
localization of 3D free form objects, starting from
a 2D image of scene, where partial occlusions may
appear.

We analyzed the architecture of 3D free form
more popular recognition systems and we noticed the
problems to which they are confronted with.

Some of these difficulties are: to build the model
for complex objects, primitives extraction allowing
a correct matching and the lack of salient elements
allowing a robust pose estimation. We also can cite
complexity and occlusion problems which have not a
satisfactory solution.

The approach we developed (figure 1), is based
on using a 3D skeleton of an a priori known model
and the on-line extraction of the 2D skeleton of an
image of the object in front of the camera. The use
of this formalism allowed us to solve the problems
presented before: pose estimation and robustness to
occlusions and auto-occlusions. Our method is es-
sentially composed of three steps.

• Primitives modelization and extraction: search
for an appropriate representation and primitive
detection in the image/model.

Figure 1: 3D free form object recognition by using
skeletons

• Matching: search of the appropriate model for
corresponding primitives

• Localization and verification: matching valida-
tion and pose estimation.

1. RecognitionSystem (image I, {3DGraph G2}):
2. S ←− Skeletonization (I);
3. G1 ←− SkeletonToGraphTransform(S);
4. hypothesis ←− Indexation(G1, {G2});
5. for each h from {hypothesis} do
6. h

′ ←− HypothesisChecking(G1, h);
7. if h

′ �= null then
8. OverlayImageWithModel;
9. exit;
10. else
11. h ←− NextHypothesis;
12. display(“No corresponding model for this image”);

Figure 2: 2D/3D identification using skeletons

2.1 Modelization and primitives ex-

traction

The skeletonization represent an important step of
our method. Since this concept appeared as form de-
scriptor, many skeletonization algorithms have been
proposed in the literature. The different skeletoniza-
tion techniques can be classified in two categories.
The discrete methods, as thinning, ”grassfire” po-
tential fields, the distances maps [9] [15] [21] [25] and
the continuous methods, based on Voronoi diagrams
[1] [4].

The discrete domain algorithms are very popular,
mainly because of their simplicity. Unfortunately,
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Figure 3: Hull object and 2D skeleton

the obtained skeletons are often sensitive to image
rotation and the connectivity is not always preserved
and often needs a post-processing. In the continuous
domain, the skeleton is a sub-graph of a Voronoi di-
agram. The points of the object shapes represent a
sampling of the continuous surface. The Voronoi di-
agram is built starting from this sampling in order
to extract the skeleton. This method has several ad-
vantages. Only the shape points are needed, which
allows to considerably reduce the number of points
to be processed. The obtained skeleton is connected
and topologically equivalent, because the shape rep-
resentation of the objects implicitly preserve these
aspects. Not using a discrete coordinates grid al-
lows us to use the Euclidean distance, therefore the
skeleton is not sensitive to image rotation. Another
benefit is the skeleton has a graph structure (without
post-processing), easy to build.

Unfortunately there are also some drawbacks for
this kind of methods. The main problem is the choice
of a sub-graph that represents the nearest approx-
imation of the skeleton. Another problem of the
continuous domain comes from the construction of
the Voronoi diagram. The diagrams presented in
this article are always limited to non-aligned and no
co-circular seeds. For real images we have a great
number of such cases. This forces us to move the
seeds, leading to a bad localization of the skele-
ton. Furthermore, the skeletons are very sensitive
to noise induced by the sampling. Therefore an
extra-processing has to be performed to prune the
unwanted edges.

Our proposed hybrid method compensate for
these shortcomings [19]. In this method we com-
bined the two techniques: the one based on distance
map and the one based on Voronoi diagram, in order
to benefit from their strong points. This skeletoniza-
tion algorithm has been tested on different images.
The experimental results showed that it guarantees
the complete connectivity of the skeleton, the ho-
motopy, the geometric invariance and also a good
localization. The figure 3 shows the results of this
technique on real images.

In order to obtain an efficient matching, it is es-

sential to have a close representation of the model
and of the image. In our approach, the skeletoniza-
tion results in two graphs named 3D and 2D. The 3D
graph is obtained from the 3D homotopic skeleton
which is itself computed from the 3D model. This
represents an off-line operation.

An on-line skeletonization of 2D scene image (sec-
ond line of figure 2) allows to build the 2D graph (line
3 of figure 2). Our method encodes these graphs in
such a way that each skeleton graph store topologi-
cal and geometrical information of the initial form.
Indeed, each node of the graph represents a skele-
ton element that is a 2D segment for the 2D graph
and a 3D segment for the 3D graph. Each edge in
the graph represents a link between the different el-
ements of the skeleton (figure 4).

Figure 4: Graph construction from the skeleton

2.2 Matching

The recognition consists in establishing an isomor-
phism between the 3D graph from the database and
the 2D graph obtained from the image. The prob-
lem is to establish a good quality measure for graph
matching. In our application, this task is difficult be-
cause the measure has to evaluate the similarity de-
gree between similar structures of two sub-graphs, in
order to manage the occlusion and shadow problems.
Therefore, it has to allow, in the recognition step,
to quickly choose the best model from the database
(line 4 in figure 2) and also to perform a one to one
node matching, in order to locate and validate this
hypothesis (lines 5 to 12 in figure 2).

After studying several graph matching algo-
rithms, we implemented an isomorphism-based
method using the topological signatures of each
node. This approach was used by Shokoufandeh [22],
Siddiqi [23] and Macrini [14] to match two shock
graphs. We introduced several modifications on this
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method [20] in order to obtain a robust matching al-
gorithm at the final nodes level and also to carry out
the “polygamous” nodes i.e. a node can be matched
at the same time with several nodes.

In order to topologically describe a tree we used
graphs eigenspaces. We remember that each graph
can be represented as a adjacency matrix of {0, 1}.
The values 1 give adjacent nodes of the graph (and
0 on the diagonal). The eigenvalues (EV) of the ad-
jacency matrix of the graph store some significant
structural properties of the graph (tree).

Explicitly, let T be a tree of maximum degree
Δ (T ) and T1, T2 . . . , Ts the sub-trees of its root. For
each sub-tree Ti, the degree of its root is δ (Ti). To
obtain this signature, we compute the eigenvalues of
each adjacency matrix of each sub-tree Ti. Let Si be
the sum of δ (Ti) eigen values of Ti. Then the ordered
elements Si, become the components of the vector χ

of dimension Δ (T ) called topological signature and
assigned to the tree’s root. If the elements number
Si is lower than Δ (T ), then the vector is filled with
0. This method is recursively repeated in order to
assign a vector to each node of the tree.

As we already mentioned, a trees isomorphism
can not exist between the image skeleton and the
model skeleton because of the occlusions or/and the
noise. The solution consists in finding a maximal car-
dinality and minimal weight matching in a bipartite
graph covering the nodes of the two skeletons. The
bipartite graph is a graph where each edge is pon-
dered by the topological distance. For more details
see [17] and [18].

We remember that our algorithm allows, in a first
time, to index the object’s skeleton in a database
- which corresponds to the recognition step. In a
second time, it allows a one-by-one matching of the
nodes needed in the localization and verification step.

2.3 Projection and verification

In the precedent step, due to the noise, there are
several matching hypothesis. To verify a hypothe-
sis validity we will estimate the rigid transformation
between the recognized (presumed) model and the
camera. The model projection on the image allows to
accept or reject this hypothesis. Each matched cou-
ple corresponds to a segment couple, one of the 2D
skeleton and the other of the 3D curvilinear skeleton.
We project the primitives of the 3D object model on
the image plane. If the projected primitives do not
coincide with the image primitives, according to a
pre-established threshold, then the hypothesis is re-
jected and we treat the next hypothesis and so forth.
If the points of the 3D skeleton projected on the im-

age do not coincide with the points of the 2D skele-
ton, then the object is not recognized.

This verification module is based on the measure-
ment of this error (1) which is the distance in the
image (in pixels) between, each time, a 2D skeleton
point and a 3D skeleton point projected on the im-
age.

error =

√

√

√

√

1

N

N
∑

i=1

(

(ûi − ui)
2

+ (v̂i − vi)
2
)

(1)

Where : N is the number of matching points,
(ui, vi) the coordinates of a point image,
(ûi, v̂i) estimation of the object’s point after

projection on the image plane.
The 3D pose estimation consists in finding the

rigid transformation (R, T ) minimizing some calcu-
lated error (as the sum of error squares) of the one of
two collinearity equations (in the image space or in
the object space). The two methods generally used
to solve this problem are the Gauss-Newton and the
Levenberg-Marquardt methods [11].

We used the method of Lu and al[13] named Or-
thogonal Iteration (OI) algorithm. Contrary to clas-
sical methods, used to solve the optimization prob-
lems on the whole, the OI algorithm cleverly exploits
the specific structure of the 3D pose estimation prob-
lem.

To estimate the object’s pose, this algorithm uses
an appropriated error function defined in the object’s
space. The error function is rewritten in order to
accept an iteration based on the classical solution
of the 3D pose estimation problem, called absolute
orientation problem.

This algorithm gives exact results and converges
quickly enough, therefore it is very interesting for
real-time applications.

The figure 5 presents some initialization results.
From left to right, there are the real object and
the 3D model recognized by our algorithm and over-
layed on the real image. There are 10 models in the
database and the tests showed that our methods can
correctly recognize and localize several 3D objects
even in presence of occlusions or auto-occlusions and
shadows (due to the strength of our subgraph match-
ing algorithm ). For more results see [17] and [20]

3 Tracking
The initialization step corresponds to target pose
computing, without a priori knowledge of the scene.
Once the initial position of our object known, the
tracking process can start.
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Figure 5: Cactus object recognition among several
objects

1. Tracking(ImageSequence{Ii}):
2. {R, T} ←− InitialValues ;
3. while tracking not finished do
4. i ←− i + 1;
5. {E1}←− 3DSkeletonEndpointsProjection;
6. {E2}←− 2DSkeletonComputation( Ii);
7. for each Endpoint e1 of E1 and e2 of E2 do
8. d ←− DistanceComputation(e1,e2);
9. {(2D, 3D)} ←− CoupleChoice(d min);
10. {R,T} ←− NewPoseComput ({(2D, 3D)});

Figure 6: Tracking algorithm using skeletons

The original position we used is the one computed
on the first image during the initialization step (line 2
of figure 6). The 3D skeleton is then projected on the
image plane, starting from this position, by using the
rotation and translation matrices calculated before
(line 5 of figure 6). The algorithm is based on the
fact that there are small movements between two
video frames. The positions of 2D skeleton points
will be very close from one frame to another.

We call pij the positions of the extremities j of
the 2D skeleton in the frame i, numbered from 1 to
ni (their number can vary with the frame). We call
qk the positions of the projections on the image plane
of the 3D skeleton extremities, built using rotation
and translation matrices R and T respectively.

We suppose the initialization was correct, there-
fore at the time of the projection of the 3D skeleton,
the points qk which were used to compute the po-
sition, were near their matching points pij . In the
next frame (number (i + 1)), the points p(i+1)j are
different from points pij . Anyway, the deviation of
the object being small, there is also a small variation
for the 2D skeleton position. This way the points
qk which, by construction, were very close to some
points pij , will be very close to some points p(i+1)j .
The movement of our object being very small, the
old and the new 2D skeleton are very close one of
the other, therefore theirs extremities are also very

close.
By measuring the pixel differences separating the

points p(i+1)j and qk, and sorting in ascending order,
we can form a number of pairs (p(i+1)j , qk). Whereas
during initialization matching between the extremi-
ties of the 2D and 3D skeleton required heavy com-
puting, due to the fact that the position was un-
known, it is almost immediate here by considering
the points 3d at the origin of qk (lines 6 to 9 in fig-
ure 6). The orthogonal iteration algorithm we used
for initialization is applied on the pairs (2DPoint ,
3DPoint). The 3D points being obtained by replac-
ing qk by the original points of the 3D skeleton. This
provides us a new value for R and T , which could be
used in new computations on the next frame (line 10
of figure 6).

We improved the Lowe method by integrating the
step of the graph matching in the tracking loop. For
example, in the case of an abrupt and irregular move-
ment or of an important occlusion, the model loses
the object. While applying, our algorithm of graph
matching we succeed to quickly re-localize this ob-
ject. We remind that in this step we already know
which 3D graph corresponds to the 2D graph, in
that case, it is sufficient to make a one-to-one nodes
matching of two graphs. This step is very fast be-
cause the skeletons graphs are small. This procedure
is not called during all the tracking process but only
when the projection error is greater then threshold.
The algorithm of the figure 6 becomes as the algo-
rithm of the figure 7.

1. Tracking(ImageSequence{Ii}):
2. {R, T} ←− InitialValues ;
3. while tracking not finished do
4. i ←− i + 1;
5. {E1}←− 3DSkeletonEndpointsProjection;
6. {E2}←− 2DSkeletonComputation( Ii);
7. for each Endpoint e1 of E1 and e2 of E2 do
8. d ←− DistanceComputation(e1,e2);
9. D ←−

∑

(d);
10. if D > Threshold then
11. {(2D, 3D)}←−1To1Matching(2DS,3DS);
12. else
13. {(2D, 3D)} ←− CoupleChoice(d min);
14. {R,T}←−NewPoseComput({(2D,3D)});

Figure 7: New tracking algorithm

4 Results of skeleton tracking
Tracking was implemented in C++ in order to realize
real-time computing. There is a file in specific format
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allowing the passage from the initialization step, re-
alized in Matlab, to tracking. This file contains the
rotation and translation matrices corresponding to
the calculated position, as well as the model of the
3D skeleton. The tests were realized on synthetic im-
ages in order to confirm our hypothesis. Using syn-
thetic images allows to compare and estimate pro-
jection errors more precisely, because we know the
exact pose used to generate our video. Moreover,
that let us to generate various types of movement in
various configurations. Let us specify that although
the used object is a virtual one, its tracking in a se-
quence of frames is made realistic (difficult) by simu-
lating shades, reflections, noises, self-occlusions. The
videos were built with POV-Ray software to gener-
ate the images and Virtual Dub to realize the video
editing. To read the video stream we used Intel’s
OpenCV library. Its main advantage is that it inte-
grates some image processing functions. The skele-
tonization is the heart of our application, since it is
during this operation that the points used to track-
ing will be extracted. Contrary to the initialization
part, where we emphasized the extraction of a ro-
bust skeleton by a hybrid method, for the tracking
part, we privileged the speed (computing time). For
this reason the skeleton is calculated starting from
the Delaunay diagram described in [7]. This method
is particularly fast, for a video with 19 images per
seconds, the extraction of the skeleton is carried out
in real time on a Pentium M 1600 MHz.

We performed several tests and the following
paragraphs will only present a part. The figure 8
shows the tracking result on the cactus object, in a
68 frames sequence. This figure represents, from left
to right and from up to down, the frames 1, 8, 16,
24, 32, 40, 48, 54, 67 respectively. We present here
the most complicated case. We simulated a complex
movement with a strong rotation around axis Z (op-
tical axis of the camera). The task becomes difficult
because of the disappearance of a part of the object.
The tracking is carried out at the rate of 19 Hz by a
wireframe model (in magenta). The points of inter-
ests i.e. the extremities of the skeletons are in red
for the 3D points, and in green for the 2D points.
The graph in the figure 9(a) represents the recon-
struction errors (in pixels) for this example. On the
whole, the tracking is carried out correctly, it hap-
pens sometimes that the model loose the object and
recapture it in the next sequence - image 2 of the fig-
ure 8 (frame 8) (due to the integration of the graph
matching procedure). We can also observe this on
the graph of the figure 9(a).

Another example is presented in the figure 9(b)
which represents the reconstruction errors of the first

Figure 8: Object tracking sequence

100 frames of a video (on a total of 2280 frames) in
which we simulated a translation following x and y
axes and a slight rotation following z. The figures
10, 11 and 12 represent the frames 27, 48 and 78
respectively. We also notice that tracking is correct.

However, in some videos, the algorithm is not able
to efficiently track the object (figure 13). This is es-
sentially due to the lack of a sufficient number of
matchings occurring in the case of occlusions or self-
occlusions. The 3D pose parameters are not correctly
computed. We remember that the used orthogonal
iterations algorithm needs at least four good non-
coplanar matchings. However, after few frames our
algorithm recaptures the object and tracks it effi-
ciently due to the integration of the graph matching
procedure.

5 Conclusions
In this article we presented a model based method for
3D free form object tracking. The results of adapting
our skeleton recognition method to object tracking
were encouraging and justify our approach. Never-
theless we are aware that some improvements are
needed for efficient tracking. In our future works we
will focus on a 2D robust and fast skeletonization
method. We also project to compensate the weak-
ness of the Lowe method by adding a prediction step
in our algorithm.
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(a) During tracking in -R-

(b) During tracking in -RT-

Figure 9: Reconstruction error in pixels

Figure 10: Frame 27

Figure 11: Frame 48

Figure 12: Frame 78

Figure 13: Incorrect tracking
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